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1. Name of Property 

Historic name:  Harrison Hill Historic District_ 

Other names/site number: ______________________________________ 

      Name of related multiple property listing: 

      Historic Residential Suburbs in the United States, 1830-1960___ 

      (Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Location  

Street & number: _Bounded roughly by West Rudisill Boulevard on the north; South 

Calhoun Street on the east; South Cornell Circle and Pasadena Drive on the south; and 

Hoagland Avenue and Webster Street on the west. _ 

City or town: _Fort Wayne___________ State: __Indiana__ County: _Allen__  

Not For Publication:   Vicinity:  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification   

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  

I hereby certify that this    X    nomination  ___ request for determination of eligibility meets 

the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 

Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  

In my opinion, the property  _X__  meets   ___ does not meet the National Register Criteria. 

I recommend that this property be considered significant at the following  

level(s) of significance:      

 ___national                  __ statewide           _X_local  

  

 Applicable National Register Criteria:  

_X__A             ___B           _X__C           ___D         

 

 

    

Signature of certifying official/Title:    Date 

Indiana DNR-Division of Historic Preservation and Archaeology 

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 
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In my opinion, the property        meets        does not meet the National Register 

criteria.  

     

Signature of commenting official:    Date 

 

Title :                                     State or Federal agency/bureau 

                                                                                         or Tribal Government  

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. National Park Service Certification  

 I hereby certify that this property is:  

       entered in the National Register  

       determined eligible for the National Register  

       determined not eligible for the National Register  

       removed from the National Register  

       other (explain:)  _____________________                                                                                    

 

                     

______________________________________________________________________   

Signature of the Keeper   Date of Action 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Classification 

 Ownership of Property 

 (Check as many boxes as apply.) 

Private:  

 

 Public – Local 

 

 Public – State  

 

 Public – Federal  

 

X

 

  X
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 Category of Property 

 (Check only one box.) 

 

 Building(s) 

 

 District  

 

 Site 

 

 Structure  

 

 Object  

 

 

 

 

 Number of Resources within Property 

 (Do not include previously listed resources in the count)              

Contributing   Noncontributing 

____176_________   ______40_______ buildings 

 

_____________   _____________  sites 

 

_____1________   _____________  structures  

 

_____________   ______1_______  objects 

 

___177__________   ______41________ Total 

 

 

 Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register ___1 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Function or Use  

Historic Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

 ___ DOMESTIC: single dwelling __ 

 ___COMMERCE/TRADE: specialty store 

 ___EDUCATION: school_ 

 ___RELIGION: religious facility________________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 

 

  

 

  

X

 

X
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Current Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

 __ DOMESTIC: single dwelling  

 __COMMERCE/TRADE: specialty store__ 

 __EDUCATION: school_ 

 __RELIGION: religious facility _________________ 

 ___________________ 

 

 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Description  

 

 Architectural Classification  

 (Enter categories from instructions.) 

 _ LATE VICTORIAN: Italianate ___________________________________ 

 _LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS: Tudor Revival_ 

          : Colonial Revival____________ 

  LATE 19TH AND EARLY 20TH CENTURY AMERICAN 

      MOVEMENTS: Prairie School _______________ 

 ____      : Bungalow/Craftsman_ 

 _ OTHER: American Small House ____________ 

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 

 

Materials: (enter categories from instructions.) 

foundation:  ___BRICK_____________________ 

walls:   ___BRICK_____________________ 

   ___WOOD_____________________ 

roof:   ___ASPHALT 

   ___TILE__________________ 

 

 

Narrative Description 

(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe 

contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that 

briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, 

method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has 

historic integrity.)   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary Paragraph 
Located in south-central Fort Wayne, Allen County, Indiana, Harrison Hill Historic District is 

best characterized as a period amalgam of residential streets, some linear and others curvilinear, that 

resemble a letter “d”. The linear portion, the north portion, is formed by South Harrison Street and the 
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curvilinear south portion, is formed by both Cornell and Seminole Circles. The inventory of the district 

contains examples of many of the popular styles of the first decades of the 20th century. The section of 

South Harrison Street that contains the esplanade was originally named Harrison Boulevard; city 

administrators changed the name in current times.  

 Harrison Hill was platted in 1915 by a team of local developers, Hilgeman & Schaaf. The firm 

hoped to capitalize on residential suburban development that was booming in Fort Wayne at the time. 

They were spurred on by timely civic desires to make the city a showcase of the right way to grow. The 

district is bounded on the east by South Calhoun Street, on the south by Pasadena Drive and South 

Cornell Circle, and on the west by a combination of Buell Drive, a series of alley ways between Hoagland 

Avenue and Buell Drive, Webster Street and Hoagland Avenue, Webster Street and South Harrison 

Street.  The north boundary is formed in part by West Rudisill Boulevard and the north property line of 

Redeemer Lutheran Church at 202 West Rudisill Boulevard.  

 For the most part, construction began in the early years of the 1910s, surged in the 1920s and 

1930s, and then finalized the present inventory by the 1950s. By 1938, it appears from an aerial 

photograph that more than 90 % of the lots were occupied. Clearly visible in the photograph are the trees 

along the park strips, the park space set aside by the developers, and trees in the esplanade. Architectural 

styles of the 210 residences, five commercial buildings, and one school range from one Italianate home, 

Tudor Revival, American Foursquare, and Colonial Revival examples to post-WWII American Small 

House and Ranch homes with a smattering of Craftsman bungalows. The commercial buildings have 

typical storefront configurations with large display windows and simple entry doors. The overall 

architectural integrity (including the original footprint) of the residences is extremely high. The period of 

significance is 1915 to c.1941.  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Narrative Description  
 Like much of the residential platting of the period in Fort Wayne, the Harrison Hill Historic 

District is formed from the Harrison Hill Addition with some individual properties added to round out the 

community perspective. These properties are three church buildings that serve the immediate 

neighborhoods. There have been a few street name changes – Boerger Avenue became West Foster 

Parkway and Clermont Drive, originally between Maxine Drive and Pasadena Drive was truncated to 

accommodate the Harrison Hill School playground south of the school building on South Cornell Circle. 

 A roadway section of West Rudisill Boulevard, between the Redeemer Lutheran Church and the 

entrance structure at the north end of the esplanaded portion of South Harrison Street, is accounted for as 

part of the Park and Boulevard System Historic District.   

A review of a 1938 aerial photograph reveals a number of facts concerning the 

transformation/development of the site from agricultural farmland into a residential neighborhood. 

Initially offered to local buyers in 1915-16, it appears that after the initial spurt of activity in the late 

1910s and early 1920s, home building slowed somewhat throughout the 1930s. The reasons for this 

slowing in development seem obvious; the depressed state of the national economy during the 1930s, 

followed by a shortage of materials during World War II. In the Harrison Hill case, the majority of vacant 

lots appear in the more upscale section of the district that fronts on the esplanade. Styles include Tudor 

Revival, Colonial Revival, Craftsman, American Foursquare, and a smattering of other styles such as 

Ranch and American Small House. One Italianate house from the late 19th century remains on South 

Calhoun Street on the eastern boundary of the district.  

The 1938 aerial photograph also shows approximately 90% of the current number of homes in the 

district completed and also reveals early tree plantings along the streets and the small esplanade on the 

north section of South Harrison Street. The topography of the district is unremarkable. The USGS map 

clearly shows some slight deviations in elevation within the district proper but there are no character-

defining topographical features to otherwise distinguish the district. 
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 Hilgeman & Schaaf, like many developers of the time, paid close attention to the influences of 

Charles Mulford Robinson and George Kessler in planning and executing their residential subdivision 

goals in Harrison Hill. Important aspects of 20th century design of residential subdivisions evolved over 

time but coalesced in the thoughts of Charles Mulford Robinson and his pronouncements in support of the 

City Beautiful Movement published in his 1903 book Modern Civic Art. 

Fort Wayne civic leaders hired Robinson to provide a study of their city in 1909; Robinson 

appreciated the attention to detail evinced in amenities. Robinson characterized the countryside (nature) 

as a winding river that brings the benefits of pastoral living into the city. In any subdivision, the river 

should enter and extend down each street by adhering to basic design principles in creating the physical 

and aesthetic image of place. Applying many of Robinson’s key principles to their designs, developers, in 

and around Fort Wayne in the 1910s and 1920s, practiced what he preached; Robinson’s handiwork is 

visible throughout many of Fort Wayne’s suburban developments of the period. These principles 

included: consistent set back of homes; fenceless front lawns resulting in open, uncluttered viewsheds; 

placement of utilities along rear lot lines; plantings and small masses of trees to provide variety; parking –

a strip of lawn between the sidewalk and the street with staggered shade tree plantings; recreational park 

availability; and some curving streets.1 

The Harrison Hill Historic District design does not demonstrate all the parameters sought by 

Robinson, however, it does contain many of them. A review of the plat and a walk through the 

neighborhood shows the nearly uniform setback from the street, parkings, utility poles along the alleys, 

masses of trees along the curbs, and curving streets (Cornell and Seminole Circles). Between these circles 

the designer reserved playground/park space and included a small triangular park at the intersection of 

Lexington Avenue and North Cornell Circle. Additionally, park space was designated on the north and 

south shoulders of the confluence of Seminole and Cornell Circles where they meet South Calhoun Street. 

Current homeowners appear to honor the original design and across the board have not filled these spaces 

with personal structures or the like. Park space also shows on the original plat just south of Harrison Hill 

School; this eventually became the playground for the school when Clermont Drive was truncated. West 

Rudisill Boulevard and South Calhoun Street, bordering the north and east sides of the district 

respectively, offered to new homeowners easy access to public transportation and thereby access to 

businesses and industry downtown.  

Hilgeman & Schaaf’s development plan appears to have been similar to that of other developers 

in respect to sizing lots. The first lots along South Harrison Street, between West Rudisill Boulevard and 

North Cornell Circle were markedly larger than other lots in the project, no doubt in hopes of luring those 

homeowners with more money who would build bigger houses. These lots averaged 70-75 feet wide and 

nearly 205 feet deep; other lots in the project around the circles, the south section of South Harrison Street 

and Lexington Avenue averaged 45 feet in frontage and between 130 feet to 160 feet in depth.2 The 

current inventory on these larger lots proves the point with the more spacious and high-style homes 

visible there.  

In determining whether a resource contributed to the fabric of this district, the following items 

received primary focus. A primary concern was any substantial changes to the fenestration, particularly 

on the façade. Upgraded window units, prevalent throughout the district, were not a negative factor unless 

opening sizes were reduced, enlarged, or locations reorganized on the façade. This would render the 

building non-contributing. Porch enclosures that date within the period of significance typically do not 

render a building non-contributing while late 20th century enclosures would render the building non-

contributing. Exterior wall coverings, mainly vinyl siding, on their own do not devalue that contribution 

when there are so many homes with this modification (344 S. Cornell Circle, photo 0014). A cumulative 

effect of changes, including new window units, vinyl siding, and enclosed porches was taken into 

 
1Charles Mulford Robinson, Modern Civic Art (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1903), pages 193-197. 
2 Plat of Harrison Hill Addition, 2 July 1915 
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consideration and likely rendered the building non-contributing, or in a few cases, were counted 

contributing only demonstrating the basics of the original (such as the second house from the right in 

photo 0012, 306 N. Seminole Circle). The build dates assigned to the houses described are taken from 

official county tax forms; when the build date on official tax forms did not correlate with style or 

documentary evidence from city directories or census forms, the best data available was used.  

There are numerous private garages within the district, the majority at the back property lines of 

the lots. A visual survey of these detached garages reinforced an initial impression that they do little to 

add to the district’s architectural or historical significance, neither were they necessary to create the 

historic fabric of the district’s past. Garages that are an integral element of the design, like in many 

Ranch-style homes, are described as part of the whole. Consequently, detached garages are not included 

in any of the resource counts, contributing or non-contributing.  

 Some personal information on past owners of the houses described came from Fort Wayne city 

directories, the 1910s through the early 1950s. Research in the various sources clearly indicates that early 

residents of the district were, by and large, middle-class folks involved in making an investment in their 

family’s future. There were some physicians, a few executives, a professional teacher, a carpenter, and an 

occasional clerical type. Noteworthy is the fact that William H.F. Moellering, a wealthy owner of a 

construction material firm and a partner, a co-signatory, with Frank H. Hilgeman and Albert H. Schaaf in 

the development of Harrison Hill, built a grand home at 4426 South Calhoun Street (photograph 21). 

 The district retains a high degree of architectural integrity in its 216 buildings, one entrance 

structure and one entrance object. The period of significance is 1915 to 1940. A number of homes in the 

district demonstrate primary features of a certain style supplemented by individual elements from 

contemporary styles thereby creating a difference with little cost or effort; builders and homeowners 

wanted something special about their designated project. Given the close proximity of many of the 

houses, particularly in the circles, this effort saved the district from looking like a post-WWII (ignoring 

the obvious time differential) development with a cookie-cutter visual aspect.  

 

Descriptions 

  

1) 202 West Rudisill Blvd.  Redeemer Lutheran Church  Contributing – Photograph 1 

1924 Tudor Revival/Gothic Revival 

Riebel Sons & Matheny (Columbus, OH), architects. W. A. Sheets Construction, contractor.3 

 Dedicated in 1926 this imposing brick church overlooks the entrance to Harrison Hill Historic 

District. The nave of the church building is oriented east-west. The south-facing facade is comprised of 

three major sections, a three-story gable end of a wing extending from the main block to the west, a long 

expanse of windows in the middle and a four-story tower with belfry to the east. The leaded-glass stained 

windows were fabricated in both Bavaria, Germany at the Von Gerichton Ecclesiastic Studios and in 

Columbus, Ohio.4 The exterior walls are sand-colored brick created with varying shades of the same 

color. The large gable end on the west, with limestone-capped buttresses at each corner, contains a 

massive multi-part window with the surround, mullions, and label mold of limestone. The window has 

two distinct parts – the lower section has a three-sash center section that is flanked by paired sections. 

Separated from the lower section by exterior brick wall (still within the unit’s surround) is a larger 

clerestory section of glass sashes capped with a Tudor arch. This clerestory section, also divided into 

three parts, features limestone tracery of vertical elements extending up from arched tops. The stepped 

parapet of the gable end is capped with limestone. In the middle of the façade (to the east of the gable 

end) are two bands of window openings with the attendant stained-glass panes. The lower, shorter, band 

of window openings have soldiered brick lintels with label molds above; the sills are limestone. The glass 

 
3 https://redeemer-fortwayne.org/about-us/history-of-redeemer/ 
4 https://redeemer-fortwayne.org/about-us/history-of-redeemer/ 
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surface is organized in a three-sash configuration with arched surround. The clerestory portion of this 

fenestration scheme, above a pent roof that divides these two courses, are similarly designed as the lower 

only taller with vertical members extending up from the arched tops. Between the ranks of these 

windows, upper and lower, are decorative buttresses. At the east limit of the façade is a four-story 

entrance tower.. The entry doors, reached by a short set of steps, have an arched surround and a five-pane, 

fixed-sash transom window. The corners of the tower are defined by faux buttresses with limestone caps 

for detail. Two narrow stone belt courses separate the lower entry section from a middle section that 

features a small arched window in rectangular opening. The top section features paired louvered vents 

with arched tops. A long slender limestone detail, separating the two vent openings extends upward from 

the lower edge of the top section to the crenelated top of the parapet. The crenellation is fabricated from 

limestone as are the domed finials at each of the four corners of the belfry.  

 

2) 3905 South Harrison Street     Non-contributing – Photograph 2 

c. 1950 Ranch 

 Built low-profile and wide in massing, this one-story home was one of the last constructed in the 

development. The façade consists of a central bay with projecting wings, the garage on the left and a 

bedroom on the right. Immediately in front of the central bay is a small courtyard whose limits are 

defined by the walls of the projecting bays and low walls that bracket the sidewalk leading to the front 

entry. The exterior walls are sheathed in limestone veneer; each corner of the façade is elaborated with 

quoins of the same veneer material. The entry point, centrally located in the center bay, has a period panel 

door, sidelights, and a glass storm door. Windows flank the entry and a single window is centered in each 

bay that flanks the central bay. Windows throughout the house are period and have one-over-one sashes 

with metal awnings protecting the glass area and the narrow sill. Located to the left of center in the front 

slope of the moderately-pitched hipped roof is a short veneer-sheathed chimney that is a character-

defining feature of this style from the early 1950s. The roof is covered with modern composite shingles. 

There is second entry point in the east elevation next to the garage and driveway.  

 

3) 4101 South Harrison Street     Non-contributing – Photograph 3 

1954 Ranch 

 Like the similar style home previously described, this home was likely one of the last constructed 

in the district; the address is listed as South Harrison Street but the façade actually faces Branning 

Avenue. This one-story Ranch home seems to combine some of the architectural features of both the 

American Small House and the Ranch styles by combining a simple linear plan with cross-gables. The 

bold front and side gables, with their contrasting color on wood surfaces, visually accentuate those 

features relative to the typical limestone veneer that highlights portions of the exterior walls and the front 

of the attached garage. 

The façade contains not only the front of the garage at its east end, but also the entry point centered below 

the dominating front gable. The front door is wooden with raised wooden panels positioned vertically 

along its height. A single-glazed glass panel, dimensioned the same as the doorway, is positioned to the 

left of the entry door frame. A portion of the exterior facade wall, left of the entry, is constructed of 

vertical wooden boards. The gables ends are sheathed in wooden boards in a chevron pattern to add 

interest to these large features. The window units are a combination of either sliding-glass sash with 

single glazing or a unit with a fixed single-glazed central sash with operative wing sashes. The roof 

covering is of modern composite shingles.  

 

4) 4109 South Harrison Street      Contributing – Photograph 4 

1930 Tudor Revival 

 This two-story, polychrome brick home is one of the best examples of this style in the district. 

The north section of the façade is dominated by a massive front gable that contains the entry point and an 
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arched glass window as its main features. The south section of the façade contains a four-unit window in 

the first story, a two-unit window in the second story and a short decorative through-the-cornice gable 

dormer immediately above. The front gable entry point has a round-arched surround, a wooden-framed 

storm door, and vertical board painted main door; the door has a small rectangular, leaded glass window 

in its upper one-third. Left of the door is a decorative narrow, round-arched, fixed-sash, leaded glass 

window. Above the entry point is a round-arched, leaded-glass casement window. The peak of the gable 

is rounded jerkin head as are the peaks of the side gables of the main block. The flowing curvature of the 

gable edge is accentuated by a contrasting wooden frieze, cream-colored, against a brown drip edge. 

Other windows in the façade are double-hung and glazed six-over-six. The gable above the two unit 

window in the second story has a louvered vent and is sheathed with vinyl siding, as are the side gables. 

Above the roof line on the south elevation rises a tall, typically Tudor chimney with visible decorative 

pots. The north elevation contains windows as described and a secondary entrance to the interior. The 

doorway and a window in this elevation are protected by wooden shed roofs supported by decorative 

scrolled brackets. The steeply-pitched roof is clad with modern composite shingles and a ridge vent.  

 

5) 4112 South Harrison Street      Contributing – Photograph 5 

1917 Colonial Revival 

 This two-story polychrome red-brick house was one of the very first homes to be occupied in this 

section of the district along South Harrison Street. The asymmetrical façade contains an entry on the 

north, two sets of French doors on the south in the first story, and paired and single window units in the 

second story. The entry door is protected by a one-story simple porch whose gabled roof is supported by 

two plain wooden posts resting on a concrete deck; the deck is accessed by a short set of steps. The entry 

point is a wooden paneled door, with sidelights and a fan light transom. The sidelights have leaded-glass 

glazing in the upper portion and wooden panels in the lower. The French doors south of the entry have 

two by five glazing in each half of the set. The brick lintels above the door openings are laid in soldiered 

pattern and a decorative limestone keystone accentuates the top of each opening. A paired double-hung 

window unit, glazed six-over-one, is positioned above the French doors; a single window unit, similarly 

glazed, is positioned above the peak of the front porch roof. A frieze board defines the roof-wall junction; 

modillions appear near the right and left limits of the frieze board. The hipped roof is sheathed with 

modern shingles. A tall full-height brick chimney rises above the south elevation. A one- story wing with 

two 6/1 windows in its façade extends out from the north elevation.  

 The first owner of this home, occupied around 1918, was Marshall B. Catlett and his wife Ethel. 

Catlett was a physician/surgeon in practice in Fort Wayne. The Catletts stayed in the home until sometime 

around 1935 when Benjamin F. Geyer and his wife Blanche moved from Webster Street and occupied the 

house. Geyer was the president of the Wayne Pump Company, a maker of all kinds of pumps including 

the mainstay gasoline pump at neighborhood gas stations all over the country. The Geyers appear to have 

stayed in the house through the 1940s.  

 

6) 329 North Cornell Circle      Contributing – Photograph 6 

1923 Colonial Revival/Craftsman 

 This small one-and-one-half-story home combines a number of different features to create a little 

more interest in a very simple house. The small front porch - brick foundation, steps and side walls – is 

located in the center of the façade and leads to a typically-constructed Colonial Revival entry point. The 

gabled roof is supported by a simple entablature resting on two clusters of three fluted classical columns 

at its front corners; split columns visually support the rear corners of the porch roof. The entry point has a 

wood-framed door with central glazing; sidelights frame the vertical limits of the surround. Three-sash 

window units flank the front porch in the main story of the façade; the sashes are casement. The same 

glazing pattern, often viewed in Craftsman-style homes, is seen throughout the rest of the house. The 

exterior walls are clapboard and the roof-wall junction is defined by a wide frieze board. A pent roof 
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appears between the first and half stories in the side gables of the moderately-pitched roof. Modern 

composite shingles cover the roof surface.  

 

7) 355 South Cornell Circle  Harrison Hill School  Contributing – Photographs 7-9  

1924 Classical Revival 

 The façade of this academic building is symmetrical in both major components and architectural 

details. The spatial arrangement of these two-story bays is as follows: a center bay consists of the entry 

point and various architectural detailing to add character; left and right of the center section are identical 

bays with four ranks of window openings; and at the right and left limits of the façade are identical bays 

with three ranks of windows. The bays are visually defined by full height brick pilasters that separate the 

end bays, the intermediate bays, and the center bay. With the exception of normal replacement of items 

such as the windows, the face of the building presents the same visual image as that in 1924. The 

architect, Charles Weatherhogg, employed various presentations and perspectives of the same color brick 

(sand with variations in hue) to reduce the potential monotony great expanses of wall tend to create. For 

example, in the center bay around the entry the architect employed soldier, sailor, header and stretcher-

laid bricks to create a herringbone course directly above the second story windows, soldiered brick to 

accentuate the elliptical limestone lintel on the entry arch, and a combination of header and stretcher-laid 

bricks as the frieze below the parapet in the center bay. In addition, he used the same pattern to create a 

band course above the second story windows across the two intermediate bays. The center bay above the 

entry point is detailed with limestone rondels that frame the title of the building “Harrison Hill School.” 

Flanking the central section are sections divided into four bays with windows and belt coursing of brick 

and stone that match the central section. The flanking sections feature a flat parapet, capped with stone 

featuring four stone scuppers. 

 At the north and south ends of the building are distinctly different bays from the central. Each of 

these contains three ranks of windows, first and second floors, variable patterns of brick placement, and 

limestone details to limit the monotony potential from the wide expanse of brick wall. The outer and inner  

margins of each bay are defined with brick pilasters; the centers of the pilasters are accentuated with twin 

rows of soldiered brick extending the full height of the feature to a frieze band of limestone, detailed 

variously laid brick in both soldier and herringbone pattern. The lintels of the window openings are 

soldiered brick and the sills are stone. The window units are modern with metal frames and tempered 

glass. The limestone details on the frieze band are square with a diamond-shaped element in the center of 

the band. Immediately above the band is a narrow intermediate limestone cornice that visually separates 

the gabled parapet defining the roof line. The parapet has a limestone cap and limestone details. 

Comparison with a historic photograph indicates the school building façade (aside from modern windows 

and vent openings) has changed little since its construction.  

 Charles Weatherhogg, originally from Donington, England, came to Fort Wayne after one year in 

Chicago, Illinois, around 1892. After leaving a local partnership, Weatherhogg opened his own office and 

became one of Fort Wayne’s leading architects in the early 20th century. His notable residential designs 

include the Louis Curdes House and the Neizer-McMillan House. Institutional/commercial buildings in 

Fort Wayne included North Side High School, the Journal-Gazette Building, Central High School, and 

Fairfield Manor.  

 

Streetscape   

8) 330 North Cornell Circle    Contributing – Left side of photograph 10 

1940 American Small House 

 Built just prior to WWII, this one-story house mirrors many of the architectural features of style 

that gained favor later to meet the housing needs of returning veterans. The footprint of this small boxy 

frame house is a low gable front main block with wings extending south and to the north to accommodate 

the garage. The east-facing façade contains an entry on the far left limit, stepped back from the facade, 
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and two window units and a tall brick chimney centered in the front gable wall section. The chimney, a 

Tudor-Revival feature, has limestone detailing at its shoulders. The exterior walls are polychrome brick 

veneer with vinyl siding covering the south and east gables. The entry has a simple concrete stoop and a 

modern metal door. The window units are double-hung and glazed two-over-three. Small decorative 

fixed-sash, quarter-round windows adorn the front gable, one on either side of the chimney. The 

moderately-pitched roof is clad with modern composite shingles. The attached garage has a modern rollup 

door.  

 

9) 318 North Cornell Circle   Contributing – Second from left side of photograph 10 

1918 American Foursquare 

 This large two-story house was and is a popular home style visible throughout the Midwest. The 

façade is dominated by the full-width front porch which has a low painted brick perimeter wall, concrete 

steps, and short side walls that direct traffic to the centrally located entry point. The perimeter wall is 

topped with stone caps. Two short square wooden piers support the porch hipped roof at the front left and 

right corners. A wide frieze board is visible below the roof’s projecting cornice. Exterior walls are vinyl-

clad. Large double-hung windows flank the front door in the first story; they are glazed one-over-one and 

are modern replacements for the original. The door has a square light in the upper one-third of its height 

which is glazed with six separate panes. Above the porch roof, two similarly designed small single 

windows are positioned across the second story exterior wall. A large hipped dormer occupies the front 

slope of the hipped roof; glazing in the dormer window is fixed-sash.  

 The Bouchers, Wilson and Effie, were another early couple to occupy their new home around 

1918. Wilson’s job, noted in the local directory, placed him as a foreman at Packard’s. The 1920 census 

listed him as a cabinet maker at a piano company, probably Packard’s Piano and Organ Company; it 

closed in 1930. Not explained but probably just a difference of description, Wilson’s job in 1927 is listed 

as a carpenter in the city directory but this makes more sense in the 1940s census when he is listed as a 

cabinet maker at a furniture factory.  

 

10) 314 North Cornell Circle   Contributing – Third from left side of photograph 10 

1930 Colonial Revival 

 This two-story home has a full-width front porch with vestibule in the north end (the vestibule 

appears to be an early enclosure of the porch). The rest of the façade features 6/1window units flanking an 

entry door along the first story exterior wall, under the shed porch roof. The second story has two single 

6/1 window units distributed evenly across the exterior wall. The exterior walls are covered with 

weatherboard with metal-clad corner joints. The vestibule has an entry door with a central glazing pattern 

of three-by-four panes in a vertical distribution; a storm door protects the main door. The porch, as is the 

house, is supported on a brick veneer foundation. A modern wooden unpainted balustrade with balusters 

attached to a top and bottom railing denies access to the front porch except through a secondary door from 

the side of the vestibule. The modern window units are double-hung and glazed six-over-one. The side-

gabled and porch roof are sheathed in modern composite shingles. Barely visible over the center of the 

ridge is a low mortar-surfaced chimney.  

 This address, the home attached to it, first appears in the early 1930s city directories. Carl Strobel 

and his wife Audrey occupied the house at this time with their children Elizabeth and Susan. Carl was a 

sales manager at a local automobile business called Goral Motor Sales. Directories and the 1940 census 

indicate that the Strobel family remained in the house at least through 1940; by this accounting the family 

had also acquired a live-in maid.  

 

11) 310 North Cornell Circle      Contributing 

1920 American Foursquare 
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 The brick exterior walls of this two-story house are an uncommon feature of this style in the 

neighborhood. The façade contains a massive brick porch on its north half, large single window units, 

15/1, flanking the entry point, and two small window units (1/1) flanked by larger units (12/1) in the 

second story exterior wall. The shed roof of the front porch, which extends two-thirds across the exterior 

of the first story, acquired a vestibule forward of the plane of the façade and fixed between a full length 

brick support for the roof and a shorter brick pier to the right of the short flight of concrete steps that 

access the entry door. The entry has three doors – a storm door, immediately in front of a normal exterior 

door, which then has a final exterior door in the façade wall which accesses the interior of the house- 

which in its entirety provides a functional airlock. The second door has etched glass sidelights as part of 

its surround. The outer doors and small airlock appear to be an early addition to the house. The large 

square porch roof supports, the brick pier and perimeter wall, and the exterior wall under the porch roof 

are painted white. The window units throughout are double-hung and glazed fifteen or twelve-over-one; 

the two smaller central window units on the second floor of the facade are functionally the same except 

glazed one-over-one. A painted frieze board between the upper window lintels and the projecting cornice 

extends across the entire façade and around the sides. The large hipped dormer on the front slope of the 

hipped roof has been boarded up. A narrow brick chimney on the north elevation extends above the 

composite-shingled roof surface.  

 Neighbors to the Bouchers and likely moved in around the same time in 1918, the Millers, Joshua 

and Carrie, stayed in the house until about 1927. Joshua’s job title was an inspector at the Eckart Packing 

Company. William C. Burggraf, a superintendent at a local business, is listed as the occupant, until 

around 1935 when Edgar McConnell and his wife Pearl, moved in. Edgar was a salesman for the Fisher 

Brothers Paper Company. For some reason this house seems to have a lot more turnover than others in the 

neighborhood. The 1940 directory and the census note that Louis and Celia Masursky and two children, 

Sarah and Charlotte, were living in the house. Louis was a manager of a used furniture business 

downtown.  

  

12) 306 North Cornell Circle       Contributing 

1925 Colonial Revival 

 Like the house next door at 310, this two-story house has a dominant front porch in the north half 

of the façade.. The exterior walls are vinyl covered. The porch deck is reached up a short flight of 

concrete steps at the north end with metal hand railings alongside. The shed roof of the porch is supported 

at the corners and at the center front by battered wooden columns at all locations, paired at the front 

corners and single in the center. A low wooden balustrade with wide flat balusters extends partially across 

the front and along both sides of the deck perimeter between columns. The entry, at the north end of the 

façade,consists of a simple plain wooden door with single-glazed sidelights, pilasters as the lateral portion 

of the surround, and dentil detailing with a simulated keystone across the top of the opening; a storm door 

protects the main door. There are two 8/1 windows south of the entry on the first floor. The second floor 

has a small 3/1 window centered in the façade which is flanked by 8/1 windows. A full architrave with 

dentil details forms the horizontal component of the window surround in the lower story but not in the 

upper. The smaller, probably bathroom, window in the upper story is also double-hung but glazed one-

over-one. A band of dentil detail at the roof-wall junction extends across the full width of the façade. The 

side-gabled low profile roof is clad with modern shingles. The side gables features gable returns.  

 This house became the property of the First Evangelical Church in the early 1920s and remained 

the home of the various pastors that served the church. First occupants were Reverend Edward G. 

Johnson, his wife Lottie, and their children Marshall, Marian, Mildred, and Edward. By 1935, Reverend 

Charles P. Maas was the next resident. By the census of 1940 the pastor at the church was Reverend 

William J. Dauner, his wife Lillian, and their children Ethel and Ruth.  
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13) 108 North Seminole Circle      Contributing – Photograph 11 

1925 Craftsman Bungalow 

 One of the best examples of the style in the district, this one-story bungalow demonstrates many 

of the typical features of the style in one house. The short set of concrete steps, with side walls, lead to the 

wooden deck of the front porch. The foundation, step sidewalls, and piers supporting the battered wooden 

columns holding up the front edge of the porch roof are brick, ochre in color. The short columns are 

painted white for contrast. Short sections of wooden balustrade with square balusters connect the piers 

along the front edge of the porch and on the sides of the porch deck. Vinyl siding covers the exterior walls 

and the front gable tympanum; a wide frieze board marks the roof-wall junction. Two small double-hung 

window units glazed three-over-one are installed at midpoint in the gable end. Large knee braces support 

the deep overhang of the eaves and the fascia board completes the architectural feature. Directly below 

the front gable in the main floor is the entry point flanked by two large window units. The entry consists 

of a red-painted wooden door with a light, glazed two-by-four, in its upper portion. Immediately left and 

right of the door are single window units, double-hung and glazed four-over-one. The cross-gabled roof is 

clad with modern composite shingles. A small one-car garage, topped with a shed roof, is attached to the 

east elevation.   

 

      Streetscape 

14) 314 North Seminole Circle     Contributing – Left side of photograph 12 

1924 Colonial Revival 

 This two-story side-gabled house is another variation on a style viewed throughout the district in 

great numbers, which considering the date of development, 1910s and 1920s, is not surprising. This 

example demonstrates a number of style features such as the almost full-width porch, the entry with 

sidelights (south end of façade) and the glazing pattern of the window units. The steps leading to the 

wooden porch deck are wood as are the unpainted railings; the unpainted theme is continued in the 

wooden balustrade and balusters of the porch railings. The hipped roof of the porch is supported by two 

large painted and unadorned square wooden columns at the front corners. A wide frieze board extends 

between the columns directly below the projecting porch eaves. The door entry has a fan-shaped light 

consisting of small teardrop-shaped panes in the middle of the wooden center panel. The sidelights have 

panes in the upper one-third, glazed in a two by three vertical pattern; the lower two-thirds is a plain 

wooden panel. The window unit in the lower story of the façade is north of the entry and is paired, 

double-hung, and glazed six-over-one. The two window units in the second story are single, double-hung 

and glazed ten-over-one. A narrow frieze board, accentuated with small modillions, extends across the 

façade directly below the projecting eaves of the cornice. The roof is sheathed with modern composite 

shingles and features gable returns. A short brick chimney pierces the roof surface in the back slope.  

 By the early 1920s Louis R. Hull, a school teacher at Southside High School had moved into this 

home with his wife Leona. They appear to have occupied this same home through 1940.  

 

15) 310 North Seminole Circle   Contributing – Second from left side of photograph 12 

1924 Gable-Front 

 The dominant full-width front porch is one example of the combined elements with its prominent 

gable roofline with its decorative returns, unadorned pediment, and semi-circular vent in the tympanum. 

The porch deck is accessed by a short flight of concrete steps that lead to the entry point in the north end 

of the facade; low red-brick sidewalls mark the edges of the steps. The front corners of the porch roof are 

supported by two battered wooden columns that, along with the balustrade, form the perimeter of the 

porch. The exterior walls are vinyl-clad. The foundation is red brick. The exterior door (north end of 

façade) is plain in construction. South of the door is a three-sash window unit. The center sash is larger 

than the flanking sashes; all sashes are double-hung, the center is glazed six-over-one and the sides are 

glazed four-over-one. Above the porch roof are two large windows units evenly distributed across the 
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façade. These units are double-hung and glazed one-over-one. The main roof is gable front with shingled 

returns. Installed in the peak of the front gable is a fanlight with fixed glazing between wooden muntins. 

The main roof is clad with modern shingles.  

 

16) 306 North Seminole Circle   Contributing – Second from right side of photograph 12 

1926 Colonial Revival 

This example of the style is very simple with only the basic elements available in the house 

profile. The three-quarter width front porch has a hipped roof, two relatively narrow olive drab-painted 

wooden columns with mauve capitals and bases. The wooden steps leading to the porch deck have 

wooden side railings. The wooden entry door, just north of center on the façade, has a horizontal light in 

the upper half and wooden panels in the lower. A green-painted storm door with an art glass light protects 

the inner door; the wood door surround is painted green to contrast with the cream-colored vinyl-clad 

exterior walls. To the south of the door in the first story of the façade is a single window unit that is 

double-hung and glazed one-over-one. The two window units in the upper story of the façade are 

constructed the same. The side-gabled roof has gable returns and is sheathed with modern composite 

shingles; a low brick chimney on the rear slope of the roof is visible over the ridge.  

   

17) 302 North Seminole Circle     Contributing – Right side of photograph 12 

1926 Dutch Colonial Revival 

 The gambrel-roofed variation of the Colonial Revival style offers a rendition of the basic features 

common to its type such as the large chimney and pent roof defining the separation of the first and second 

stories. This house has an entry in the far left limit, with a paired window unit to the right; the second 

story has two paired window units. The entry point has a low concrete stoop with steps of the same 

material, a canopy-type protective roof, and a plain exterior door that has a multi-paned light. The canopy 

overhang is supported by two massive brackets that tie the door surround into the whole entry point 

element. The exterior walls are vinyl-clad. The window units throughout are double–hung with twelve-

over-twelve glazing. The tall red brick chimney on the southeast elevation divides this elevation which 

includes flanking window units in both stories and quarter-circle vents in the peak of the roof. All roofing 

surfaces are clad with modern composition shingles.  

 

      Streetscape 

18) 303 South Seminole Circle            Contributing – Right side of photograph 13 

1925 American Foursquare 

 The façade of this two-story home is slightly asymmetrical with the entry and window units in the 

east section and windows in both stories in the west section; the house also demonstrates some Colonial 

Revival features. A brick foundation supports metal-siding-clad exterior walls. The entry point consists of 

a three-step access to a concrete stoop with metal railings, a modern door with a semi-circular light, and a 

label mold-shaped canopy protecting the stoop. The canopy is supported by brackets at each end point of 

the curve. The window units in the first story flank the entry door; a paired unit to the east and a three-

sash on the west. The window units in the first story are glazed six-over-six and the ones in the second 

story are glazed eight-over-one. The smaller window located between the large second-story windows is a 

fixed-sash unit glazed three by three. The eyebrow dormer on the front slope of the pyramid roof is 

boarded shut; the roof surface is modern shingles. A narrow red-brick chimney rises above the eaves in 

the west elevation. There is a narrow bump out with windows in the east elevation of the second story that 

likely offers a sitting place for an upstairs bedroom.  

Like others in this development, Roy Young moved into the house in the early 1920s with his 

wife, Jessie, and their three children, Dorothy, Roger and Helen. The census of 1940 shows the family 

still in residence. Roy’s chosen profession was as an electrical engineer. 
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19) 231 South Seminole Circle  Non-contributing – Second from right side of photograph 13 

1925 Colonial Revival  

 The reason for the non-contributing status is the obvious reconfiguration of the façade by closing 

in the original porch which in turn changes the whole architectural signature of the home. This house no 

longer contributes to the fabric of the district particularly relative to other homes therein that possess 

integrity. 

 

20) 227 South Seminole Circle   Contributing – Third from right side of photograph 13 

1924 American Foursquare  

 Brightly painted with pale lilac on the wooden clapboards, this two-story home with its mulberry-

colored accents stands out among its neighbors. The façade has a full-width front porch; the entry point is 

off-center to the westin the first story. The front porch’s perimeter and exterior walls are clad with 

clapboard siding. The wooden steps to the porch lead to a wooden deck; the front corners of the hipped 

roof are supported by short wooden battered columns resting on wood-clad brick piers. The eaves of the 

front porch have decorative faux rafter ends. The entry point has a plain door with a divided light in the 

upper one-half and panels in the lower. A large three-sash window unit is located to the east of the door 

and a single window unit to the west. The unit on the east has a double-hung center sash glazed six-over-

six; the flanking smaller sashes have separated lights (upper and lower elements), fixed, and glazed two 

by three in each element. The window on the west is a single unit, double-hung and glazed six-over-six. 

The windows in the upper story are paired, double-hung, and glazed six-over-six. Decorative faux rafter 

ends accentuate the deep eaves and frieze board below the cornice of the pyramid roof. A low brick 

chimney is visible on the rear slope of the roof.  

 

21) 223 South Seminole Circle   Contributing – Fourth from right side of photograph 13 

1925 Colonial Revival/Craftsman   

 Unusual for this district in its exterior surface, this two-story house has brick exterior walls, 

elements of the Craftsman style, and clean architectural lines. A low brick perimeter wall connects two 

tall brick piers; the tops of the piers support short, three-post wooden clusters that in turn support the front 

corners of the hipped porch roof, a nod to the Craftsman style. The short posts are painted white to 

contrast with the piers. A contrasting color frieze board extends across the width of the porch directly 

below the modillion-accentuated projecting cornice. The asymmetrical façade has an entry in the east end 

and a window unit in west bay of the first story. The entry door is wooden with a divided light in the 

upper one-half. The window in the west bay is double-hung and glazed twelve-over-twelve and the upper 

story window glazing is six-over-one also in double-hung sashes. The side-gabled roof has gable returns 

and is clad with modern composition shingles; fan lights grace the peaks of the gables.  

 Hollis Logue is listed in the 1918 city directory as USA which meant he was in the military 

service at the time. By the mid-1920s he and his wife Esther had moved into Harrison Hill and by the 

time of the 1930 census they had two sons, Hollis, Jr. and John. Early in his working career Hollis was 

the collections manager for a local newspaper. By 1927 he was an agent for a local insurance agency.  

 

22) 344 South Cornell Circle      Contributing – Photograph 14 

1930 Tudor Revival 

 This unusual example of a Tudor Revival house appears to be a typical Tudor massive front gable 

tacked on to a standard Colonial Revival side-gabled main block; it demonstrates few other characteristics 

of the parent style. The individual features all appear to be original in nature and not merely add-ons. The 

façade incorporates the front gable in which is located the entry point in its east end, first story window 

units, and a small wing wall on the right margin. The door opening is recessed from the plane of the 

façade; the entry door is reached over a short set of concrete steps to an unprotected stoop of the same 

material. The exterior walls are vinyl-clad. To the west of the door is a three-sash window, glazed one-
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over-one and double-hung. To the east of the door is a single window unit similarly hung and glazed. 

Below the peak of the front gable and in line with the second story window to its east is a round-arched 

window unit with a keystone hood mold. The unit is constructed as follows: the upper glazing is the top 

of the round arch and is single glazed; a small double–hung unit with one-over-one glazing completes the 

lower portion of the unit. A tall full-length red brick chimney is located externally up the south elevation. 

The roof surface is covered with modern shingles.  

 

23) 323 Pasadena Drive      Non-contributing – Middle of photograph 15     

1925 Colonial Revival 

 The flat-roofed addition to the east elevation of this home is outside the architectural character of 

this district/style to an extent its lost significance within the historic fabric woven by an impressive 

inventory of contributing homes of this time and style. For this reason it is non-contributing.  

 In 1930, Schuyler Fenimore and his wife Eva were living in this home on the south boundary of 

the district. He was a money clerk at the Railway Express office. In the 1930 census he was host to his 

son, Lon, his daughter-in-law Gertrude, Lon’s mother-in-law Margaret Norris, his niece Loretta, and 

grandson Robert.  

 

24) 227 South Cornell Circle      Non-contributing – Photograph 16  

c. 1925 Colonial Revival 

 Like the house at 323 Pasadena Drive this inappropriate addition to the main block is out of 

character with other homes in the district; had it been done with some nod toward the original 

architectural style of the house the impact would have obviously been decreased. In the context of the 

remainder of the district inventory, it is non-contributing.  

 

25) 127 South Cornell Circle      Contributing – Photograph 17 

1925 Craftsman 

 This two-story red-brick house is one of a kind in the district on two counts; it’s a brick 

Craftsman and it has not been altered, on the exterior, to any discernible degree. The window units, the 

entry door, the unaltered major elements of the asymmetric façade, and the condition of the house cause it 

to appear as if it was just completed yesterday. The façade is dominated by two large gable ends, one in 

the porch roof and one in the shallow wing in the west bay. The side-gabled main roof and the other 

gables mentioned are characteristically accentuated with prominent wide rakes, deep eaves supported by 

triangular knee braces, and cross bracing in each gable peak. The front porch gable has stucco in-fill. The 

front porch is all brick. The front corners of the porch roof are supported by short square wooden columns 

clustered either in two’s or three’s, resting on large, tall brick piers; small quarter-circle brick wing walls, 

oriented to the top of the steps, attenuate the bulkiness of the piers. The entry door, centered in the back 

wall of the porch, has a multi-paned light in the upper portion and panels in the lower. Window units 

flanking the entry are 6/6. The shallow wing on the west half of the façade features a pair of 6/6 windows 

in the first floor and a row of three 6/6 windows in the second floor. A small 6/1 window is tucked below 

the eave of the second floor to the east of the porch roof. The steeply-pitched roof surfaces are clad with 

modern shingles (the one exception to changes on the exterior). The low chimney on the back slope of the 

main roof is mortar-clad.  

 John E. and Vera Kenney first occupied this house around the mid-1920s. He held various 

managerial jobs with various insurance companies in Fort Wayne during their residence period in the 

district.  

 

26) 4242 South Calhoun Street      Contributing – Photograph 18 

c. 1880/c. 1920 Italianate  
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 The only one of this style in the district, this two-story brick gabled-ell house harkens back to a 

time when this part of Fort Wayne was farmland. A front porch positioned in the “L” of the front gable 

and a shallow gabled wing is constructed of wooden boards and red-brick. The porch is original to the 

house and retains original features including its flat roof and wood scroll brackets. The porch was 

enclosed c. 1920 with a low wall of brick, tapered corner column of wood, front door and three 1/1 

windows in the side wall. Wood boards enclose the top of the porch. The home’s window openings are 

arched with soldiered-brick segmental arches and stone sills; the lintels have projecting brick details along 

the upper edge. The window units are modern double-hung and glazed one-over-one. The gabled-front 

section of the house features two windows in the first and second floor. The front gable peak has a 

decorative bargeboard and spindle work detail. Each gable has a frieze board, shallow eaves, and 

unadorned rakes. The cross-gable roof is sheathed with modern shingles. A one-story original brick wing 

with gable extends from the west elevation. It features arched windows, matching the primary facades, 

and a door in its northwest corner. 

 Despite the original construction date of c. 1880, the house was remodeled c. 1920 and integrated 

into the 1915 plat. William Moellering, who sold the land for development, resided in the home and 

operated a brick yard on the farm prior to development. The house did not appear in the city directory 

until the early 1920s when Charles E.F. Schafer was living in the home with his wife Nora at the time. 

Throughout the research of this address the occupants remained the same and Mr. Schafer was never 

credited with holding a job at any time.  

 

27) 4238 South Calhoun Street      Contributing – Photograph 19 

1925 Commercial 

 This one-story polychrome brick commercial building has retained its architectural character for 

almost a century. The façade of the building contains its original fenestration, a recessed central entry 

point flanked by large display windows that are glazed two by three in metal sashes behind protective 

wire mesh. The exterior walls directly below the display windows and on the angled walls of the entry 

way are clad with black tile. The flat brick pilasters that frame the fenestration are constructed with a 

decorative multi-pattern combination of horizontal brick with soldiered brick centers in the columns that 

extend from the base to the roof-wall junction; diamond-shaped brick material accentuate the center 

portion in two locations. Above the display windows and entry is a recessed panel in the brick surface that 

reduces the potential monotony of the surface. Above this panel is a soldiered-brick band that extends 

almost across the façade, directly below the roof-wall junction. The hipped roof is sheathed with modern 

composite shingles. The building appears to have been constructed as a grocery. During the 1930s, it was 

home to South Side Market and during the 1940s-1950s, it was known as Colonial Market Grocers. 

 

28) 4236 South Calhoun Street      Contributing – Photograph 20 

c. 1915 Commercial  

 This small one-story commercial building, influenced by Colonial Revival elements, 

demonstrates many features of practical design for this type building. The recessed entry point is flanked 

by large display windows. The windows are single-glazed with wire mesh security protection on the 

exterior; the front sashes are in the plane of the façade and the sides are angled toward the door. The entry 

door, also protected with security mesh, is wooden with a square single-glazed light in the upper portion. 

The exterior walls are multi-shade ocher brick veneer. At the margins of the façade brick pilasters with 

fluted scroll capitals, painted green, support a shallow cornice. A band of dentil detail extends across the 

façade, accentuating the roof–wall junction. The gable ends of the roof are parapeted and the parapets are 

capped with limestone. The front slope of the roof has two round-arched dormers with two by three 

vertical glazing. The roof surface is clad with modern composite shingles.  

 This small commercial building was once a small grocery run and owned by Cloyd. H. Farling 

who lived in Bluffton, Indiana. Sometime between 1927 and 1931 it became a butcher shop operated by 
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Fred Fletcher. By 1940, that had changed and a barber shop operated by Wayne Stair was doing business 

out of the building.  

 

29) 4426 South Calhoun Street      Contributing – Photograph 21 

1915 Prairie  

 The exterior features of this two-story red-brick home retain a very high degree of integrity 

including the galvanized cornices on the porch, main, and dormer roofs, the glazing in the windows and 

door, and slate roofing shingles. The symmetrical façade includes a full-width front porch, a central entry 

point, and window units in the flanking bays. The porch deck is accessed by a set of concrete steps with 

metal railings on each side. The porch roof is supported by four square brick columns; each column has 

limestone bases, a decorative limestone band on the shaft and limestone capitals. The brick knee wall 

between the porch columns is capped with limestone. A low decorative gable, centered over the steps, is 

included in the cornice of the porch. The entry point includes a door, transom and sidelights. The transom 

and sidelights are glazed with clear leaded glass. The transom glazing includes a tulip-shaped ornament in 

the center of each segment across the top of the door. The oak door has a large glazed light in the upper 

half. The lintel for the door opening and all the window openings is a limestone label mold; centered in 

the second story is a small, one-over-one, double-hung window flanked by a recessed panel of brick on 

each side.  Each component has the same label mold lintel. The sills throughout the house are limestone. 

The large picture window units flanking the entry door have large operable lower sashes with a leaded-

glass, fixed upper sash with the same tulip-shaped ornament in the center. The window units in the second 

story are double-hung and glazed one-over-one. The hipped dormers on the north, south and front slopes 

of the hipped roof each have two small fixed-sash, single-glazed window units. The roof is clad with slate 

shingles. Lightning arresters are positioned in the center, north, and south sections of the roof.  

From as early as 1918 this house was occupied by the family of William H.F. Moellering , which 

includes him, wife Mary, and a host of children. The occupant’s names, those other than William and his 

wife, change little as time goes by. The children, all adults from 1925 on, include Edwin, Martin, Clara, 

Flora and Marie. One of the sons moves out for a time but returns sometime during the Depression with 

his wife. Several of the adult children worked for their father at different businesses that carried his name 

and Moellering, who according to the census did not really have a job himself, was the president of Queen 

City Coal Company. All of the family was still in attendance at the house until the census in the early 

1940s. There is some evidence that suggests that Moellering operated a brick yard on this site before 

selling the land to the developers.  

 

30) District Entrance – W. Rudisill Boulevard and S. Harrison Street  Contributing – Photograph 22 

ca. 1917 

 This entrance structure consists of two components, one on each side of South Harrison Street 

located slightly back from the curb line of Rudisill Boulevard and they are identical in construction and 

styling. Each component includes a square brick column immediately next to the curb of street connected 

to a shorter brick column by a low curved brick wall. Another short brick column is located to the far side 

of a sidewalk that extends into the district. The tops of the columns and the wall are capped with 

limestone. The columns are detailed with limestone at each corner rising to a band of limestone encircling 

the columns below a frieze and cornice. A small plot of grass and shrubbery is positioned between and 

forward of the two entrance components and appears as an extension of the long esplanade on South 

Harrison Street. There is evidence that this structure underwent some refurbishing but an examination of 

the entrance indicates that the basic size, shape, and materials remain.  
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31) S. Calhoun Street and S. Seminole/S. Cornell Circles  Non-contributing –Photograph 23 

ca. 1958 

 A small entrance object is located along South Calhoun Street at the combined entrances to South 

Seminole Circle and South Cornell Circle. The object consists of a green-painted inverted “U”- shaped 

metal framework with contrasting (white-painted) simulated leaf detail between the double upright legs of 

the framework and across the middle between the legs. Above the middle band of leaf detail are the words 

“Harrison Hill” in a stacked configuration. Grass and shrubbery complete the entrance object.  

Resources    

Address     C/NC            

W. RUDISILL BLVD.  

1. 202      C 

2. 119       C 

W. BRANNING AVE (NS) 

3. 120      C 

W. BRANNING AVE (SS) 

4. 137      C 

LEXINGTON AVE (NS) 

5. 118      C 

6. 220      C 

7. 228       NC 

LEXINGTON AVE (SS) 

8. 117      C 

9. 121      C  

10. 125     C 

11. 129     C 

12. 133     C 

13. 137     C 

14. 201     C 

15. 209     C 

16. 211     C 

17. 217     C 

18. 221     C 

19. 339     NC 

20. 407     C 

WEBSTER (WS) 

21.4120     C 

NORTH CORNELL CIRCLE (NS) 

22. 302     C 

23. 306     C 

24. 310     C 

25. 314     C 

26. 318     C 

27. 330     C 

NORTH CORNELL CIRCLE (SS) 

28. 225     C 

29. 229     C 
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30. 233       NC 

31. 237     C 

32. 241     NC 

33. 301     C 

34. 305     C 

35. 309     C 

36. 313     C 

37. 317     C 

38. 321     C 

39. 325     C 

40. 329     C 

41. 333     C   

42. 337     C 

MAXINE DRIVE (NS) 

43. 410     NC 

44. 412     C 

NORTH SEMINOLE CIRCLE (NS) 

45. 104     C 

46. 108     C 

47. 112     C 

48. 118     C 

49. 120     NC 

50. 206     C 

51. 210     C 

52. 214     C 

53. 218     C 

54. 222     NC 

55. 226     C 

56. 230     C 

57. 234     NC 

58. 238     C 

59. 302     C 

60. 306     C 

61. 310     C 

62. 314     C 

63. 318     C 

NORTH SEMINOLE CIRCLE (SS) 

64. 129     C 

65. 201     C 

66. 205     C 

67. 209     C  

68. 213     NC 

69. 219     C 

70. 221     C 

71. 225     C 
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72. 309     C 

73. 313     C 

74. 321     C 

RADIAL LANE (NS) 

75. 310-312     C 

76. 334     N/C 

RADIAL LANE (SS) 

77. 329     C 

SOUTH SEMINOLE CIRCLE (NS) 

78. 206     C 

79. 212     NC 

80. 216     C 

81. 220     NC 

82. 224     C 

83. 228     C 

84. 308     C 

85 320      C 

SOUTH SEMINOLE CIRCLE (SS) 

86. 103     NC  

87. 107     C 

88. 115     C 

89. 119     NC 

90. 207     C  

 

91. 211          NC      

92. 215     NC 

93. 219     N/C 

94. 223     C 

95. 227     C 

96. 231     N/C 

97. 303     C 

98. 307     C 

99. 311     C 

100. 315     C 

101. 319     C 

102. 323     C 

103. 327     C 

 

SOUTH CORNELL CIRCLE (NS) 

104. 102     NC 

105. 124     C 

106. 126     C 

107. 204     NC 

108. 208     C 

109. 212     C 
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110. 216     C 

111. 220     C 

112. 226     NC 

113. 228     C  

114. 232     C 

115. 304     C 

116. 310     C      

117. 312     C 

118. 316     C 

119. 320     C 

120. 324     NC 

121. 328     C 

122. 334     C 

123. 336     C 

124. 340     C 

125. 344     C 

126. 348     NC 

127. 352     NC 

128. 356     NC 

129. 360     C 

SOUTH CORNELL CIRCLE (SS) 

130. 119     C 

131. 123     C 

132. 127     C 

133. 135     C 

134. 141     C 

135. 203     NC 

136. 209     C 

137. 211     C 

138. 215     C 

139. 219     C 

140. 223     C 

141. 227     N/C 

142. 303     C 

143. 307     C 

144. 311     C 

145. 315     C 

146. 327     C 

147. 335     C 

148. 337     C 

149. 343     C 

150. 355     C 

PASADENA DRIVE (NS) 

151. 342     C 

152. 348     C 
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PASADENA DRIVE (SS) 

153. 319     C 

154. 323     N/C 

155. 325     C 

156. 329     NC 

157. 333     C 

158. 337     C 

159. 343     C 

SOUTH CALHOUN STREET (WS) 

160. 4228     N/C 

161. 4232     N/C 

162. 4234     N/C 

163. 4236     C 

164. 4238     C 

165. 4242     C 

166. 4314     NC 

167. 4426     C 

SOUTH HARRISON STREET (ES) 

168. 3905     NC 

169. 3919     C 

170. 3927     C 

171. 3939     C 

172. 4003     C 

173. 4011     C 

174. 4017     C 

175. 4021     C 

176. 4029     C 

177. 4035     C 

178. 4101     NC 

179. 4109     C 

180. 4117     C 

181. 4129     C 

182. 4135     C 

183. 4219     C 

184. 4221     C 

185. 4415     C 

186. 4421     NC 

 

SOUTH HARRISON STREET (WS) 

187. 3906     C 

188. 3924     C 

189. 3940     C 

190. 4002     NC 

191. 4010     C 

192. 4018     C 
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193. 4024     C   

194. 4030     C 

195. 4040     C 

196. 4102     C 

197. 4112     C 

198. 4118     C 

199. 4120     C 

200. 4138     C 

201. 4330     C 

202. 4412     NC 

203. 4422     C 

HOAGLAND AVENUE (ES) 

204. 4201     NC 

205. 4205     C 

206. 4209     C 

207. 4421     NC 

HOAGLAND AVENUE (WS) 

208. 4202     C 

209. 4206     C 

210. 4210     C 

211. 4214     C 

212. 4218     C 

213. 4222     C 

214. 4226     C 

215. 4232     C 

216. 4234     C 

217. South Calhoun St. Entrance Object NC 

218. Harrison Hill Entrance    C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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8. Statement of Significance 

 

 Applicable National Register Criteria  

 (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register  

 listing.) 

 

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 

broad patterns of our history. 

  

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.  

 

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 

construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, 

or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 

individual distinction.  

 

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 

history.  

 

 

 Criteria Considerations  

 (Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply.) 

 

A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 

  

B. Removed from its original location   

 

C. A birthplace or grave  

 

D. A cemetery 

 

E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure 

 

F. A commemorative property 

 

G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X

 

X

x

  

X
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Areas of Significance 

(Enter categories from instructions.)  

__ARCHITECTURE_________________  

__COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

__EDUCATION______________  

__RELIGION_________________  

___________________  

___________________  

___________________  

___________________ 

 

 

Period of Significance 

___c. 1880-1940________________ 

___________________ 

___________________ 

 

 Significant Dates  

 ____N/A_______________  

 ___________________ 

 ___________________ 

 

Significant Person (last name, first name) 

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 

____N/A_______________  

___________________  

___________________ 

 

 Cultural Affiliation  

 ____undefined____  

 ___________________  

 ___________________ 

 

 Architect/Builder (last name, first name) 

 Riebel Sons & Matheny 

 W. A. Sheets Construction  

 Charles Weatherhogg 

 Indiana Engineering & Construction Co. 
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Period of Significance (justification) 

The period of significance is c. 1880 to 1940. The house built c. 1880 at 4242 S. Calhoun was 

remodeled c. 1920 and was the early home to the William Moellering family. Moellering, who 

operated a brick yard at the site prior to selling the land for development in 1915, later 

constructed the impressive home at 4426 S. Calhoun. Because of the home’s connection to 

Moellering and its c. 1920 remodel and integration into the plat, it is considered contributing. 

The last contributing house was constructed at 330 N. Cornell Circle in 1940. 

 

 

Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary) 

 

 

 

Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes 

level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any 

applicable criteria considerations.)  
Located in south-central Fort Wayne, Allen County, Indiana, the Harrison Hill Historic District 

occupies approximately 85 acres that were platted in 1915. The district is eligible for the National 

Register of Historic Places under Criteria A and C. Medium-sized in the number of homes compared to 

other major developments in Fort Wayne’s early decades of the 20th century, the district demonstrates 

many key principles propounded by Charles Mulford Robinson (1869-1917), urban theorist and 

University of Illinois professor. His conceptual ideas for creating an ideal place to live away from the dirt, 

noise, and frenzy of the downtown streets, found physical being in the streets and boulevards of the time; 

his ideas found fertile ground in the minds of landscape designers of the period. Evidence of this is found 

in Harrison Hill and other developments similar to it. Frank H. Hilgeman, one partner in the firm, was 

born in Allen County. He participated in the partnership for a number of years as both an investor and an 

officer. Albert H. Schaaf became an influential member of the community as a businessman and as a civic 

leader. A graduate of Cornell University, he partnered with Hilgeman for many years. The developers of 

many prominent subdivisions, Hilgeman & Schaaf brought to life the essence of good planning in 

Harrison Hill by maximizing land use and adding back into the community favorable features such as 

recreation areas, affordable housing, access to transportation resources, and a pleasant environment that 

focused on winding viewsheds, wooded parkings along with an esplanade. Interpretations of Robinson’s 

ideas are visible in the physical and visual images within the district. Outside its boundaries, residents had 

recreational opportunities afforded by Foster Park to the west and Lafayette Park to the southeast. This 

district is one of the seven property types identified in “The Civilizing of a Midwestern City,” a Multiple 

Property Documentation developed in four contexts, the pertinent one for this district is #3 – Residential 

Development. The Harrison Hill Historic District meets the registration requirements for that property 

type through its formal platting and real estate marketing.5 This is particularly seen in the organization of 

streets in semi-circular plans and true boulevard design with esplanades. Notable is Redeemer Lutheran 

Church which terminates the axis of the boulevard on its north end, and Harrison Hill School at the west 

end of Radial Lane.      

Architectural styles of the 215 middle-class residences range from Tudor and Colonial Revival 

houses, to Craftsman bungalows, a large number of American Foursquare, a few American Small Houses 

and lastly even a Ranch type home or two that are demonstrated in the district. The district is eligible at a 

 
5 Baas, Christopher and Tina Jones, Multiple Property Document (MPD)“The Civilizing of a Midwestern City: The 

Park and Boulevard System of Fort Wayne, Indiana---A plan for the Ideal Development of Transportation, Parks, 

and Residential Subdivisions,” 2005, pages 76-80.  
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local level, under Criterion A, as an example of early suburban subdivision design and development 

during the early decades of the 20th century. Under Criterion C at a local level, the district is eligible as an 

example of architectural style choices popular in the 1910s –1950s and the professional expertise of local 

builders and real estate development firms in the mid-west.6 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of 

significance.)   
Criterion A 

The Harrison Hill Historic District is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under 

Criterion A for its association with events that made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 

history; i.e., the planning and development of suburban subdivisions in the Fort Wayne community. In 

fulfillment of the plans for making Fort Wayne an ideal place to live, developers and city officials joined 

together to create harmonious designs in their respective  projects and healthier environments for citizens 

living within the city. By establishing more parks, designing and building beautiful thoroughfares and 

boulevards (enhancing transportation and viewsheds), and supporting the building of subdivisions that 

demonstrated many of Charles Mulford Robinson’s visionary standards/features, these allied forces 

created an atmosphere within the community for sustained improvement in the quality of life for its 

residents and for the accomplishment of those tasks necessary to make solid contributions in that 

direction. The Harrison Hill Historic District, one of the early subdivision efforts by the firm Hilgeman & 

Schaaf, incorporates not only aspects of the planning philosophy engendered by Robinson and practiced 

by local developers, but also the end results of that firm’s support of the overall civic planning process 

evinced throughout their developments in Fort Wayne.  

 

Criterion C 

The Harrison Hill Historic District is also eligible for the National Register of Historic Places 

under Criterion C for its embodiment of distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of 

construction in its residences built between 1915 and 1958. The homes in the district display the typical 

and popular architectural styles of the early 20th Century – Colonial Revival, Tudor Revival, American 

Foursquare, and Craftsman – and the later style choices – Ranch, and American Small House – with a 

very high level of architectural integrity plus one from an earlier period in the form of the Italianate home 

on South Calhoun. Captured within the boundaries of this district is an array of variations on basic 

architectural styles. Subtle variations accomplished by adding a Craftsman-style feature to a Colonial 

Revival home provides just a enough effect to differentiate it from its neighbor. The overall effect of a 

walk through of the district presents the viewer with a mental image of what the hustle and bustle days of 

the developmental and building-boom period of the 1910s, 1920s, and to a smaller extent the 1930s must 

have been like, housing starts everywhere one could look. Earlier styles mingle easily with a nod to the 

post-WWII styles like the American Small House and Ranch homes. Although the number of homes in 

this district constitutes a relatively small segment of Hilgeman & Schaaf’s efforts in the residential 

housing market of Fort Wayne in the late 1910s – 1930s, the tightly knit smaller community’s design and 

physical/architectural essences provide a microcosm of the larger community in which it resides. The 

Harrison Hill Historic District, as part of the of the greater real estate development process in this section 

of Fort Wayne, demonstrates, in a physical manner, the economic dynamism of Fort Wayne’s economy 

during this period 1915 – 1958.  
 

 
6 Aerial photograph 1938 BEU-3-20 Allen County. Available at the Indiana State archives, East 30th Street, 

Indianapolis, IN.  
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Developmental History/Additional historic context information 
The early decades of the 20th century were a time of significant change in Fort Wayne and this 

change would point the way for many of the community’s forthcoming suburban developments. In 1909, 

Fort Wayne’s Civic Improvement Association hired Charles Mulford Robinson to evaluate the city and its 

surroundings with a view/goal being a beautification plan that would enhance the positive aspects of the 

city and while providing the citizenry with a more healthful environment and an escape from the dirt and 

clutter of downtown living. Robinson, the noted author of The Civic Art, the book which details the City 

Beautiful concept and its implementation, provided the association with his report which offered specific 

recommendations and objectives for the future. According to Robinson, the implementation of successful 

civic art had to pass two tests – one test judged the urban good gained/provided and the other judged the 

aesthetic value of the endeavor.7   

 In the pursuit of a grand plan that would pass these two tests, the city hired, in 1911, a noted 

landscape architect named George Kessler. Kessler’s mission was to articulate, in his design, concrete and 

achievable objectives aimed at meeting the city’s immediate and future desires in urban and suburban 

planning. Kessler came up with “The Park and Boulevard System of Fort Wayne” that incorporated 

existing and proposed parks into a widely dispersed collection of green spaces connected by a system of 

boulevards and parkways superimposed on existing thoroughfares, new future construction plans, and the 

extension of in place rights-of-way. These green spaces, old and new, sought to bring a new vitality to the 

city by providing recreation opportunities and the benefits of a more rural lifestyle to citizens denied those 

because of the encroachment of a modern industrialized way of life. This plan accomplished more than 

the provision of more parks and a more efficient and attractive transportation system, it was in fact a 

major component of a much larger plan aimed at the overall growth and development of the city in an 

orderly manner.8 

Kessler, like many of his contemporaries, subscribed to the basic tenets Robinson proposed in his 

book. This book became the guiding light for a generation of landscape architects/designers and 

developers focused on the need for planning developments not merely building streets and houses. 

Through planning, the design and construction of parks, parkways and boulevards, subdivisions, and 

other civic requirements could be met while at the same time providing a quality of life “that advances 

civilization from mere survival.”9 Subdivisions within the city would follow on from other aspects such as 

the improved transportation infrastructure.10  

 The practical application of Robinson’s concept came in the form of a number of design 

principles demonstrated, to some extent, in most of the subdivisions of the time. These included: deep and 

consistent set back of homes; fenceless front lawns resulting in open, uncluttered view sheds; placement 

of utilities along rear lot lines; plantings and small masses of trees to provide variety; parking–a strip of 

lawn between the sidewalk and the street with staggered shade tree plantings; a wide esplanade or park; 

curving streets; and finally, terracing or use of natural elevation changes to create variety in the landscape. 

As an adjunct to the improved transportation system, city planners and civic leaders expected the new 

parks envisioned in the recent plan to spark new additions expanding the city limits and to motivate real 

estate entrepreneurs in their search for land in their vicinities. The Fort Wayne Parks 

Commissioners/Board maintained a “dog in the hunt” by being on the approval line for development 

platting as is evident in Harrison Hill’s case. 11  
 

7Charles Mulford Robinson, Modern Civic Art (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1903), pages 193-197.  
8 Baas, Christopher and Tina Jones, Multiple Property Document (MPD), “ The Civilizing of a Midwestern City: 

The Park and Boulevard System of Fort Wayne, Indiana--A Plan for the Ideal Development of Transportation, Parks 

and Residential Subdivisions,” 2005, pages 10 and 65. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Minutes of Meeting, Fort Wayne Parks Board, 1912, page 13, Available at the Allen County Public Library; Plat 

of Harrison Hill Addition, 21 May 1915. 
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 In the 1910s and 1920s, real estate entrepreneurs in the Fort Wayne area fully embraced the city 

planning movement. They enhanced their market objectives from merely selling lots upon which future 

owners would build their homes but also constructing houses for sale to these same buyers. On a really 

grand scale, developers adopted a “community approach” and included neighborhood considerations such 

as proximity to schools, parks, commercial activities, and even religious structures in their master plan as 

selling points for their projects. Although an article in a local newspaper advertisement by Hilgeman 

&Schaaf claimed that the addition was for “residential purposes only” eventually there was some 

commercial activity along a short portion of South Calhoun Street.12   

Land developers in Fort Wayne, Indiana, followed the national trend in affording a more 

complete real estate package to their prospective clients. Newspaper advertisements in local sources 

heralded the availability of all sorts of benefits for new owners in terms of park space within the addition, 

access to public transportation resources, proximity to downtown business centers/factories, and 

improvements to the land that would increase property values. These enticements offered a menu from 

which the prospective buyers could choose their future home.13     

Among the many developers in the Fort Wayne arena was the firm of Hilgeman & Schaaf. Frank 

H. Hilgeman, the senior of the two partners, was born in Allen County in 1873. He participated in the 

partnership for a number of years as both an investor and an officer; Frank died in 1944 but Schaaf kept 

his name associated with the firm throughout its life time. Albert H Schaaf, on the other hand, stayed in 

Fort Wayne and became an influential member of the community as a businessman and as a civic leader. 

Born in 1884, Schaaf returned to Fort Wayne in 1906 after his graduation from Cornell University with a 

degree in mechanical engineering. Subsequent to his partnering with Hilgeman, the firm began to 

establish itself in the real estate business. Its first development was Arcadia Court in 1912 followed by 

developments such as Oakdale and its showcase subdivision, Southwood Park in 1917. Many of 

Robinson’s design imperatives can be seen in Hilgeman & Schaaf’s subdivision planning.14 

Common to all of Hilgeman & Schaaf developments was the use of restrictions – monetary, 

physical, and visual –  to promise an environment in keeping with the City Beautiful concept, while at the 

same time creating an air of exclusivity that guaranteed new owners a sense of “making the right choice.”   

Monetary restrictions dealt with minimum costs of the residences facing a particular street. In an 

advertisement about all the facts on Harrison Hill the developers make strong assertions that any house 

facing Harrison Boulevard must have a minimum value of $4,000.00 and any other house in the 

development must have a minimum of $2,500.00. The homes in the district along Harrison Street north of 

Cornell Circle are clearly of higher value than others in the bulk of the district; the houses are larger and 

so are the lots. The addition’s designer stipulated building lines no closer than 75 feet from the street and 

only one residence per lot. Land equivalent to 163 lots was apportioned for playgrounds, wider streets, 

and open spaces within the addition. A small triangular lot at the intersection Lexington Avenue and 

North Cornell Circle was planned and remains in use for that purpose. Two open spaces bracketing the 

South Calhoun Street entrance remain from the original plan. Advertising writers loved to herald the 

coming of the new subdivisions. One enterprising writer used such glowing statements thusly;” the ring 

of the carpenter’s hammer is singing the songs of the addition [Harrison Hill] of true American homes.” 15  

 Physical restrictions to what new home owners could do on their lots maintained a level of 

orderliness and openness. Easements between lots and the easements along the rear lot lines (boundaries 

 
12 David L. Ames  and Linda F. McClelland, National Register Bulletin - Historic Residential  Suburbs (U.S. 

Department of the Interior, 2002), pages 26 and 27; “Do You Know These Facts About Harrison Hill? “The Fort 

Wayne Journal Gazette, 19 September 1915. 
13 Baas and Jones, ‘Civilizing of a Midwestern City,” pages 66 and 79. 
14 Griswold, Bert J., Builders of Greater Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne: Self-published, 1926), page 505; National 

Register Nomination, Southwood Park Historic District, pages 73-79.  
15 Plat – Harrison Hill Addition, May 1915; “Do You Know These Facts about Harrison Hill? “The Fort Wayne 

Journal Gazette, 19 September 1915; “Watch Harrison Hill Grow,” The Fort Wayne Journal Gazette, 7 May 1916..  
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for the park land set asides) provided each neighbor with a “feeling” that their privacy could not be 

encroached upon. Each lot around the circles opened to the rear to a space suitable for children’s play. 16   

Visual images of streets, parks, and residential developments maintained a priority in the 

hierarchy of Robinson’s concerns for an ideal community. Developers in the Fort Wayne area and 

especially Hilgeman & Schaaf accepted these concerns and practiced, in their planning, the use of 

restrictions to enhance the visual image of a project’s worth to the overall vision afforded today’s owners 

and visitors. Travel along any of the sidewalks and gain an appreciation of early prohibitions/decisions 

made by the developers. Hilgeman & Schaaf took their responsibility to maintain the property at a high 

standard by agreeing to “…take care of the [entire] property for a period of five years…” including snow 

removal and grass cutting so first home builders would not have a weed-filled lot next door nor would 

they have to plow their way to the street car lines in the winter. 17  

Harrison Hill was also touted in many news articles as “The Heart of New South Wayne” and 

part of the attraction came from the fact that the project was going to be fully operational when “it stood 

up.” This would be “… one of the largest wholly improved additions ever made to Fort Wayne.” 

Sidewalks, sewers, water lines and street paving would be accomplished “immediately.” Ornamental 

lighting, trees, grass, and shrubbery would be put in as rapidly as possible. In fact, Hilgeman & Schaaf 

arranged to have the new American elm trees along the esplanade planted under the supervision of Carl 

Getz, city forester, and the forestry division of the parks department. The close association of city 

functionaries and the subdivision developers (the city parks commission approved the plat) reinforces the 

notion that Fort Wayne and its community builders, in the larger sense, worked closely to carry out the 

dream that Robinson and Kessler presented. Entrance structures on both Rudisill Avenue and South 

Calhoun Street welcomed new prospective buyers. The South Calhoun structure was replaced by the 

simpler signage visible in photograph 23, circa 1958. 18 

New lot owners had numerous alternatives available to have their homes built. The Federal 

Securities & Investment Company was one of the earlier contractors to build a home in Harrison Hill. 

Others like the City and Suburban Company and Wildwood Builders were actively engaged in the district 

by the early summer of 1916. Executives and middle managers from firms such as the Old National Bank, 

the Prudential Life Insurance Company, and the S.F Bowser Company flocked to this new addition in 

south Wayne. 19  

The relative closeness of Foster Park, to the west, served to interest prospective buyers. Having 

the large green space available to use for recreational activities seven days a week offered unlimited 

opportunity to citizens of all ages. A short and straight walk west along Lexington Avenue opened up a 

wholly new experience for folks looking for recreational pursuits. Although surely rough to begin with, 

the park eventually had a large municipal golf course, walking trails, a bridle path along the riverside, 

access to the river for boating, and formal fields for many purposes. Lafayette Park, small but truly a 

green space, opened up for use to the southwest of Harrison Hill in 1915.  

Demographically, the first residents of the district were clearly middle-to upper-middle-class in 

their economic and educational background. Louie Hull, the school teacher, Roy Young the electrical 

engineer, Wilson Boucher, the cabinet maker, and William Moellering, the president of Queen City Coal 

all did their part to make Harrison Hill a cross-section of the greater Fort Wayne community that was 

growing and prospering during these early decades of the 20th century. The promise of a new home with 

 
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid; National Register Nomination, Southwood Park Historic District, page 83; “Harrison Hill Is Rapidly Taking 

On A New Appearance,” The Fort Wayne Journal Gazette, 6 June 1915. 
18 “Harrison Hill Is Rapidly Taking On A New Appearance,” The Fort Wayne Journal Gazette, 6 June 1915; 

“Opening of Harrison Hill, Monday, Sept.6,” The Fort Wayne Journal Gazette, 29 August 1915; “Esplanade 

Transformed Into Shady Boulevard Within Twelve Months,” The Fort Wayne Journal Gazette, 6 July 1916 . 
19 “Many New Homes Going Up In The City,” The Fort Wayne Journal Gazette, 3 September 1916. 
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clear air, minimal noise intrusion, play space for the children, and a place for the family to prosper drew 

these folks and many others like them to new subdivisions sprouting up around Fort Wayne. 20 

The Harrison Hill Historic District is an instructive example of the busy building years of the first 

decades of the 20th century and greater Fort Wayne’s history. Itshigh degree of architectural integrity, and 

its visual affirmation of the planning and real estate development philosophy/practices of one of Fort 

Wayne’s most prominent development firms, Hilgeman & Schaaf, make it a special element of the overall 

community. Early civic leaders and local citizens with a will to make Fort Wayne a better place to live, 

supported and brought to fruition plans devised by experts in landscape and subdivision design. The 

Harrison Hill Historic District is, in company with other subdivisions like Lakeside Historic District, the 

result of foresight and determination of community leaders.  
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Previous documentation on file (NPS):  

 

____ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested 

____ previously listed in the National Register 

____ previously determined eligible by the National Register 

____ designated a National Historic Landmark  

____ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   #____________ 

____ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________ 

____ recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________ 

 

Primary location of additional data:  

____ State Historic Preservation Office 

_X_  Other State agency 

____ Federal agency 

_X_ Local government 

____ University 

____ Other 

         Name of repository: _____________________________________ 

 

Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned): _003-215-43115/43358________ 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Geographical Data 

 

 Acreage of Property ___Approx. 85 Acres____________ 

 

Use the UTM system 

 

UTM References  

Datum (indicated on USGS map): USGS Fort Wayne West Quad 1: 24,000 

 

           NAD 1927     or        NAD 1983  X 

https://redeemer-fortwayne.org/about-us/history-of-redeemer/
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1. Zone:  16 Easting:  656033   Northing:  4546039 

 

2. Zone:  16 Easting:  656532   Northing:  4546056 

 

3. Zone:  16 Easting:  656580  Northing:  4545190 

 

4. Zone:  16 Easting:  656079  Northing:  4545166 

  

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 

From the starting point which is the intersection of the south curb of West Rudisill Boulevard 

and the northwest corner of the property at 3906 South Harrison Street proceed south along the 

west property line of 3906 South Harrison Street to its intersection with a north-south alley that 

continues south along the west property lines of 3924 and 3940 South Harrison Street to the 

alley’s intersection with the north curb of West Foster Parkway; cross the parkway and continue 

along the east side of the alley following the rear property lines of 4002, 4010, 4018, 4024, 4030 

and 4040 South Harrison Street to the north curb of West Branning Avenue;  

cross the avenue and continue along the east side of the alley to its intersection with the 

southwest corner of the property at 4118 South Harrison Street; turn west, crossing the alley, and 

travel along the rear property line of that 228 Lexington Avenue address to its intersection with 

the east curb of Webster Street; cross Webster Street to the west curb of the same and travel 

north along the west curb to a point in line with the rear property line of 4120 Lexington Avenue; 

turn west and continue along the rear property line of that address to its intersection with a north-

south alley between Webster Street and Hoagland Avenue; turn south and continue along the east 

side of the east side of the alley to its intersection with the north curb of Lexington Avenue; cross 

the avenue to the south curb of Lexington Avenue; turn west and travel along the south curb 

across Hoagland Avenue and continue to the intersection of the south curb and a north-south 

alley between Hoagland Avenue and Buell Drive; 

turn south and continue along the east side of alley to the north curb of Maxine Drive; cross the 

drive and turn west and continue along the south curb to the east curb of Buell Drive; turn south 

and continue along this curb to its intersection with the north curb of Pasadena Drive; turn east 

and travel along this north curb, cross Hoagland Avenue to a point in line with the northwest 

corner of the property at 343 Pasadena Drive; turn south and cross Pasadena Drive and continue 

south along the west property line of 343 Pasadena Drive to its intersection with an east-west 

alley south of  Pasadena Drive;  turn east and continue along the north side of the alley following 

the rear property lines from 343 Pasadena Drive to 203 South Cornell Circle to its intersection 

with the west curb of South Harrison Street; cross the street and continue east along the rear 

property lines of 141, 135, 127, 123, and 119 South Cornell Circle to the intersection with the 

east property line of 119 South Cornell Circle; turn north and continue along the east property 

line to its intersection with the north property line of 4522 South Calhoun Street; turn east and 

continue along that property line to its intersection with the west curb of South Calhoun Street; 

turn north and continue along the  curb past the confluence of South Seminole and South Cornell 

Circles; continue north, crossing North Seminole Circle, to the intersection of Lexington Avenue 

and South Calhoun Street; turn and continue west along the south curb of Lexington Avenue to a 
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point in line with the southeast corner of 118 Lexington Avenue ; cross North Cornell Circle and 

continue north along west side of the north-south alley following the rear property lines of 4135, 

4129, 4117, 4109, and 4101 South Harrison Street; cross West Branning Avenue continue north 

following the rear property lines of 4035,4029,4021,4017, 4011, and 4003 South Harrison Street;  

cross West Foster Parkway and continue north along the alley following to the rear property lines 

of 3939, 3927, and 3919 South Harrison Street to the intersection with the south curb of West 

Rudisill Boulevard; turn west and continue to the intersection with the west curb of South 

Harrison Street; turn north, cross Rudisill Boulevard and continue along the east curb of South 

Harrison Street to its intersection with the rear property line of 202 West Rudisill Boulevard; 

turn west and follow the rear property line of the Redeemer Lutheran Church to its intersection 

with a north-south alley between South Harrison and Webster Streets; turn south along the east 

side of the alley to the north curb of West Rudisill Boulevard; cross the boulevard to the south 

curb of the same boulevard; turn west and continue along the curb and close on the start point at 

the intersection of the south curb of West Rudisill Boulevard and the northwest corner of the 

property at 3906 South Harrison Street.  

 

 

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 

The boundaries chosen include the original boundaries of the addition and also include some 

other close institutional properties such as the Redeemer Lutheran Church that have a historical 

significance to the fabric of the community in the past and today.  
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Additional Documentation 

 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 
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• Maps:   A USGS map or equivalent (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's 

location. 

    

•  Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous 

resources. Key all photographs to this map. 

 

• Additional items:  (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.) 

  

 

 

 

Photographs 

Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 3000x2000 at 300 

ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs to the sketch map. Each photograph must 

be numbered and that number must correspond to the photograph number on the photo log. 

For simplicity, the name of the photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the 

photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on every photograph. 

 

Photo Log 

 
Name of Property: Harrison Hill Historic District 

 

City or Vicinity: Fort Wayne 

 

County: Allen     State: Indiana 

 

Photographer: John Warner 

 

Date Photographed: 11 September and 5 December 2019 

 

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of camera: 

 

1 of 25. Looking north at the Redeemer Lutheran Church at 202 West Rudisill Boulevard. While not a 

part of the original plat the church has become an integral element of the community and many members 

of the congregation live in and around the district. The location and architecture of the church completes 

the vista at the north end of the esplanade and the entrance to the district.  

2. One of the last homes to be built in the district, 3905 South Harrison Street is a sprawling example of 

the style from the 1950s which offers a contrast in style-choice with other homes nearby like the houses 

across the street and next door that were built in the 1920s; looking east-southeast.  

3. Looking southeast at 4101 South Harrison Street another late arrival to the district. This like a few 

others completed the buildup of the district which overall was about 90 percent complete by the late 

1930s.  

4. Looking east at 4109 South Harrison Street. This house is one of only a few examples of the Tudor 

Revival style in the district that actually retains most of the style’s elements; the few other examples are 

more generic of the time like the example at 344 South Cornell Circle, photograph 14.  
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5. Looking west at 4112 South Harrison Street. This house was one of the earliest of the homes built 

along this section of the street that fronts on the esplanade.  

6. Looking southeast at 329 North Cornell Circle. This small house is a good example of some of the 

exchange of different style elements that were used, throughout the district’s less stylish homes, to give a 

relatively plain house some extra feature (s) to differentiate it from other houses in the neighborhood; in 

this case classical fluted columns, sidelights, and Craftsman-style window glazing.  

7, 8, and 9. Looking southwest, west, and west at Harrison Hill School at 355 South Cornell Circle. The 

first view provides a full sweep of the façade of the school building and its various bays that make up the 

entirety. The second view shows the main entry point into the interior and the various uses of limestone 

details and brick placement that comprise the exterior surface of this important element of the building. 

The third view shows the detail of the left and right bays that define the margins of the façade.  

10. Looking generally north at a streetscape that includes 330, 318, 314, 310, and 306 North Cornell 

Circle. This view demonstrates a number of things common to the district such as the use of different 

style porches, the orientation of the gables, different roof shapes and different exterior wall materials. 

Lastly, visible is the curvature of the streets that comprise the two circle features of the district. 

11. Looking north at 108 North Seminole Circle. Not represented in any great number in the district, this 

Craftsman bungalow demonstrates, in a simple and detailed manner, many of the style elements/features 

that characterize its architectural profile. From the small full width porch to the glazing configuration in 

the windows to the multiple gables to the bump out at the east elevation, this little house has all the basic 

bells and whistles.  

12. Looking northeast at a streetscape that includes 314, 310, 308, and 302 North Seminole Circle. 

Similar to the former streetscape this collection of homes demonstrates many of the same use of slight 

changes to architectural features in each home that helps to differentiate one from the other. The last 

house in the line, 302, is an example of a style largely ignored in this Colonial Revival-rich inventory.  

13. Looking southeast at another streetscape that includes 303, 231, 227, and 223 South Seminole Circle. 

Comments concerning previous streetscapes and their respective members apply just as well here. The 

mixing of style elements no doubt mainly by the owner’s choice reinforces the personnel desire to be a 

little different from your neighbor.  

14. Looking northeast at 344 South Cornell Circle. This particular home, a somewhat odd arrangement of 

architectural features, is not really a good example of the style but it supports the theory that home owners 

herein wanted to “be different” than their neighbor and accepted some odd ways to show it. While not 

truly representative of the majority of its style in the district, it does contribute to the total fabric of the 

same.  

15. Looking southwest at 323 Pasadena Drive. The obtrusive flat-top addition to the east/north elevations 

is contrary to the rest of the district homes which collectively demonstrate an extremely high degree of 

integrity.  

16. Looking southeast at 227 South Cornell Circle which is an example of how not to add to the floor 

space of a house.  

17. Looking south at 127 South Cornell Circle. This is the best example of the style in the whole district 

and its combination of brick, wood, and stucco cause the image to almost jump out of the photograph. 

The visual image, color combination, and the degree of integrity of this house diminish others in the 

immediate vicinity to a very normal status.  

18. Looking southwest at 4242 South Calhoun Street. This is the only one of its type in the district and 

harkens back to the time when this geographical location was farmland.  

19. Looking west at 4238 South Calhoun Street at a small commercial style building that has served the 

surrounding community in several different capacities. It is one of only five commercial buildings in the 

district and a good example of the type of commercial building that was common to local enterprises that 

offered various services to the neighborhood. 
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20. Looking west at 4236 South Calhoun Street another small business building like its neighbor next 

door.  

21. Looking west at 4426 South Calhoun Street that is a massive brick building that at one time housed 

one of the  partners that platted this district back in 1915. It is easily the largest of the private residences 

in the district. This house was probably built and occupied earlier than the relevant research documents 

indicate, i.e., 1918.  

22. Looking mainly southwest at the entrance structure on West Rudisill Boulevard that dates from 

around 1917. 

23. Looking northwest at the entrance object at the confluence of the circles, Cornell and Seminole, and 

South Calhoun Street. This entrance object replaced an original pergola-shaped entrance object that was 

removed in 1958.  

24. Looking west at a small triangular park at the intersection of Lexington Avenue and North Cornell 

Circle that the developers set aside for the use of the local residents.  

25. Looking north at the full length of the esplanade along South Harrison Street where the larger lots and 

more upscale homes are located along what the original develops called South Harrison Boulevard.  
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